Qlik Academic Program
Professor Ambassadors

The Qlik Academic Program is excited to announce the launch of a brand-new Professor Ambassador Program. This initiative aims to shine a spotlight on our most active professor members. Our ambassadors will champion our vision to make more students data literate and to prepare them for the data-driven workplace.

Benefits

- **Insight**: Exclusive webinars with Qlik leaders, covering the latest trends in analytics and other industry topics
- **Credibility**: A digital badge to certify ambassador status and a featured online profile
- **Exposure**: Outreach opportunities to showcase your experience with the Qlik Academic Program via Qlik marketing channels or speaking engagements
- **Perks**: Discounts on Qlik events and other exclusive rewards
- **Community**: Connect with other professors across various fields and geographies
- **Opportunity**: Potential to advance your career including meeting university requirements for scholarly contribution beyond the classroom

What Characterises an Ambassador?

- Passionate about the Qlik Academic Program and the resources provided to students and professors
- Passionate about educating students to be prepared for the data-driven workforce and to secure jobs
- An active promoter of the Qlik Academic Program to academic peers as well as students
- Willing to share your experience of the Qlik Academic Program at (virtual) events, in forums, on social media and in the press
- A contributor to blogs, forums, university publications, professional journals, papers, or other materials that promote the Qlik Academic Program

How to Apply

All current Qlik Academic Program professor members are eligible to apply. If you are not yet a member, please register.

Applications are open from September 1, 2020 to November 30, 2020 and the selected ambassadors will be announced in early 2021.

Candidates must submit their own nomination to be considered.

Apply Now